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The attainment of quality in products and services has become a pivotal concern of the 1980s. While
quality in tangible goods has been described and measured by marketers, quality in services is largely
undefined and unresearched. The authors attempt to rectify this situation by reporting the insights obtained in an extensive exploratory investigation of quality in four service businesses and by developing
a model of service quality. Propositions and recommendations to stimulate future research about service
quality are offered.

"Peoplewantsomewise andperceptivestatementlike,

'Quality is ballet, not hockey.'"-Philip

Crosby (1979)

UALITYis an elusive and indistinctconstruct.
Often mistaken for imprecise adjectives like
"goodness,or luxury,or shininess, or weight" (Crosby
1979), quality and its requirementsare not easily articulatedby consumers (Takeuchi and Quelch 1983).
Explication and measurementof quality also present
problemsfor researchers(Monroeand Krishnan1983),
who often bypass definitions and use unidimensional
self-reportmeasures to capture the concept (Jacoby,
Olson, and Haddock 1973; McConnell 1968; Shapiro
1972).
While the substance and determinants of quality
may be undefined, its importance to firms and con-

sumersis unequivocal. Researchhas demonstratedthe
strategicbenefits of quality in contributingto market
share and returnon investment (e.g., Anderson and
Zeithaml1984; Phillips, Chang, and Buzzell 1983) as
well as in lowering manufacturingcosts and improvA. Parasuraman
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ing productivity(Garvin 1983). The searchfor quality
is arguablythe most importantconsumer trendof the
1980s (Rabin 1983) as consumersare now demanding
higher quality in productsthan ever before (Leonard
and Sasser 1982, Takeuchi and Quelch 1983).
Few academic researchershave attemptedto define and model quality because of the difficulties involved in delimiting and measuring the construct.
Moreover,despite the phenomenalgrowth of the service sector, only a handful of these researchershave
focused on service quality. We attemptto rectify this
situationby (1) reviewing the small numberof studies
thathave investigatedservice quality, (2) reportingthe
insights obtained in an extensive exploratoryinvestigation of quality in four service businesses, (3) developing a model of service quality, and (4) offering
propositionsto stimulate future research about quality.

Existing Knowledge about
Service Quality
Efforts in defining and measuringquality have come
largely from the goods sector. According to the prevailing Japanese philosophy, quality is "zero defects-doing it right the first time." Crosby (1979)
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defines quality as "conformance to requirements."
Garvin (1983) measures quality by counting the incidence of "internal"failures (those observed before
a productleaves the factory) and "external"failures
(those incurredin the field after a unit has been installed).
Knowledge about goods quality, however, is insufficient to understandservice quality. Three welldocumentedcharacteristicsof services-intangibility,
heterogeneity,and inseparability-must be acknowledged for a full understandingof service quality.
First, most services are intangible(Bateson 1977,
Berry 1980, Lovelock 1981, Shostak 1977). Because
they are performances rather than objects, precise
manufacturing
specificationsconcerninguniformquality
can rarely be set. Most services cannot be counted,
measured,inventoried,tested, and verified in advance
of sale to assure quality. Because of intangibility,the
firm may find it difficult to understandhow consumers perceive their services and evaluate service
quality (Zeithaml 1981).
Second, services, especially those with a high labor content,are heterogeneous:theirperformanceoften
varies from producerto producer, from customer to
customer, and from day to day. Consistency of behavior from service personnel (i.e., uniform quality)
is difficult to assure(Booms and Bitner 1981) because
what the firm intends to deliver may be entirely different from what the consumer receives.
Third, productionand consumptionof many services are inseparable (Carmen and Langeard 1980,
Gronroos1978, Regan 1963, Upah 1980). As a consequence, quality in services is not engineered at the
manufacturingplant, then delivered intact to the consumer. In labor intensive services, for example, quality occurs during service delivery, usually in an interactionbetweenthe client and the contactpersonfrom
the service firm (Lehtinen and Lehtinen 1982). The
servicefirm may also have less managerialcontrolover
qualityin services where consumerparticipationis intense (e.g., haircuts,doctor's visits) because the client
affects the process. In these situations,the consumer's
input (descriptionof how the haircutshould look, descriptionof symptoms)becomes critical to the quality
of service performance.
Service quality has been discussed in only a handful of writings (Gronroos 1982; Lehtinen and Lehtinen 1982; Lewis and Booms 1983; Sasser, Olsen, and
Wyckoff 1978). Examinationof these writingsandother
literatureon services suggests threeunderlyingthemes:
* Service quality is more difficult for the consumer to evaluate than goods quality.
* Service quality perceptionsresult from a comparison of consumer expectations with actual
service performance.
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* Quality evaluations are not made solely on the
outcome of a service; they also involve evaluations of the process of service delivery.

Service Quality More Difficult to Evaluate
Whenpurchasinggoods, the consumeremploys many
tangiblecues to judge quality: style, hardness, color,
label, feel, package, fit. When purchasing services,
fewer tangiblecues exist. In most cases, tangible evidence is limited to the service provider'sphysical facilities, equipment, and personnel.
In the absence of tangible evidence on which to
evaluatequality,consumersmust dependon othercues.
The natureof these other cues has not been investigated by researchers, although some authors have
suggested that price becomes a pivotal quality indicator in situations where other information is not
available (McConnell 1968, Olander 1970, Zeithaml
1981). Because of service intangibility, a firm may
find it more difficult to understandhow consumers
perceive services and service quality. "When a service providerknows how [the service] will be evaluated by the consumer, we will be able to suggest
how to influence these evaluationsin a desired direction" (Gronroos1982).

QualityIs a Comparison between
Expectations and Performance
Researchersand managersof service firms concurthat
service quality involves a comparisonof expectations
with performance:
Servicequalityis a measureof how well the service
level deliveredmatchescustomerexpectations.Delivering quality service means conformingto customerexpectationson a consistentbasis. (Lewis and
Booms 1983)

In line with this thinking, Gronroos(1982) developed
a model in which he contendsthatconsumerscompare
the service they expect with perceptionsof the service
they receive in evaluating service quality.
Smith and Houston (1982) claimed that satisfaction with services is related to confirmationor disconfirmation of expectations. They based their research on the disconfirmation paradigm, which
maintainsthat satisfaction is related to the size and
directionof the disconfirmationexperiencewhere disconfirmationis related to the person's initial expectations (Churchilland Suprenaut1982).

Quality Evaluations Involve Outcomes and
Processes
Sasser, Olsen, and Wyckoff (1978) discussed three
differentdimensionsof service performance:levels of
material,facilities, and personnel. Implied in this trichotomyis the notionthatservicequalityinvolves more
than outcome; it also includes the manner in which

the service is delivered. This notion surfaces in other
researchon service quality as well.
Gronroos, for example, postulated that two types
of service quality exist: technical quality, which involves what the customer is actually receiving from
the service, andfunctional quality, which involves the
manner in which the service is delivered (Gronroos
1982).
Lehtinen and Lehtinen's (1982) basic premise is
that service quality is produced in the interactionbetween a customer and elements in the service organization. They use three quality dimensions:physical
quality, which includes the physical aspects of the service (e.g., equipmentor building); corporate quality,
which involves the company's image or profile; and
interactivequality, which derives from the interaction
between contact personnel and customers as well as
between some customers and other customers. They
furtherdifferentiatebetween the qualityassociatedwith
the process of service delivery and the quality associated with the outcome of the service.

ExploratoryInvestigation
Because the literatureon service quality is not yet rich
enough to provide a sound conceptual foundationfor
investigating service quality, an exploratory qualitative study was undertakento investigate the concept
of service quality. Specifically, focus group interviews with consumers and in-depth interviews with
executives were conducted to develop a conceptual
model of service quality. The approachused is consistent with procedures recommended for marketing
theory development by several scholars (Deshpande
1983; Peterand Olson 1983; Zaltman,LeMasters,and
Heffring 1982).
In-depth interviews of executives in four nationally recognized service firms and a set of focus group
interviews of consumers were conducted to gain insights about the following questions:
* What do managersof service firms perceive to
be the key attributesof service quality? What
problems and tasks are involved in providing
high quality service?
* What do consumers perceive to be the key attributesof quality in services?
* Do discrepanciesexist between the perceptions
of consumers and service marketers?
* Can consumer and marketer perceptions be
combined in a general model that explains service quality from the consumer's standpoint?
Service Categories Investigated
Four service categories were chosen for investigation:
retail banking, credit card, securities brokerage, and

productrepairand maintenance.While this set of service businesses is not exhaustive, it representsa crosssection of industrieswhich vary along key dimensions
used to categorize services (Lovelock 1980, 1983).
For example, retail banking and securities brokerage
servicesare more "highcontactservices"thanthe other
two types. The nature and results of the service act
are more tangible for productrepairand maintenance
services than for the other three types. In terms of
servicedelivery,discretetransactionscharacterizecredit
card services and productrepairand maintenanceservices to a greaterextent than the other two types of
services.

Executive Interviews
A nationally recognized company from each of the
four service businesses participatedin the study. Indepth personal interviews comprised of open-ended
questions were conducted with three or four executives in each firm. The executives were selected from
marketing,operations, senior management, and customerrelationsbecause each of these areascould have
an impacton qualityin service firms. The respondents
held titles such as president, senior vice president,director of customer relations, and manager of consumer marketresearch. Fourteenexecutives were interviewedabouta broadrangeof service qualityissues
(e.g., what they perceived to be service quality from
the consumer's perspective, what steps they took to
controlor improveservice quality, and what problems
they faced in delivering high quality services).

Focus Group Interviews
A total of 12 focus group interviews was conducted,
three for each of the four selected services. Eight of
the focus groups were held in a metropolitanarea in
the southwest. The remainingfour were conductedin
the vicinity of the participatingcompanies' headquarters and were thereforespreadacross the country:one
on the West Coast, one in the Midwest, and two in
the East.
The focus groups were formed in accordancewith
guidelines traditionallyfollowed in the marketingresearch field (Bellenger, Berhardt, and Goldstucker
1976). Respondentswere screened to ensure that they
were currentor recentusers of the service in question.
To maintainhomogeneity and assure maximum participation,respondentswere assigned to groups based
on age and sex. Six of the twelve groups included
only males and six included only females. At least
one male group and one female group were interviewed for each of the four services. Consistency in
age was maintainedwithin groups; however, age diversity across groups for each service category was
establishedto ascertainthe viewpointsof a broadcross
section of consumers.
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Identitiesof participatingfirms were not revealed
to focus group participants.Discussion about quality
of a given service centered on consumer experiences
and perceptionsrelating to that service in general, as
opposedto the specific service of the participatingfirm
in that service category. Questions asked by the moderatorcovered topics such as instances of and reasons
for satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the service;
descriptionsof an ideal service (e.g., ideal bank or
ideal creditcard);the meaning of service quality;factors importantin evaluating service quality; performance expectations concerning the service; and the
role of price in service quality.

FIGURE1
Service Quality Model
CONSUMER

Insights from Exploratory
Investigation
Executive Interviews
Remarkablyconsistentpatternsemergedfrom the four
sets of executive interviews. While some perceptions
about service quality were specific to the industries
selected, commonalities among the industries prevailed. The commonalities are encouraging for they
suggest that a general model of service quality can be
developed.
Perhapsthe most importantinsight obtained from
analyzing the executive responses is the following:
A set of key discrepancies or gaps exists regarding executive perceptions of service quality and the tasks associated with service delivery to consumers. These gaps can be major
hurdles in attempting to deliver a service which
consumers would perceive as being of high
quality.

The gaps revealed by the executive interviews are

shown in the lower portion (i.e., the MARKETER
side)

of Figure 1. This figure summarizesthe key insights
gained (throughthe focus group as well as executive
interviews) about the concept of service quality and
factorsaffecting it. The remainderof this section discusses the gaps on the service marketer'sside (GAPI,
GAP2, GAP3, and GAP4) and presents propositions implied by those gaps. The consumer's side of the service quality model in Figure I is discussed in the next
section.
Consumer expectation-management perception gap

(GAPI): Many of the executive perceptions about what

consumersexpect in a quality service were congruent
with the consumerexpectations revealed in the focus
groups. However, discrepancies between executive
perceptionsand consumerexpectations existed, as illustratedby the following examples:
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* Privacy or confidentiality during transactions
emerged as a pivotal quality attributein every
banking and securities brokeragefocus group.
Rarely was this considerationmentioned in the
executive interviews.
* The physicaland securityfeaturesof creditcards
(e.g., the likelihood that unauthorizedpeople
could use the cards) generated substantialdiscussion in the focus group interviews but did
not emerge as critical in the executive interviews.

* The productrepairand maintenancefocus groups
indicated that a large repair service firm was
unlikely to be viewed as a high quality firm.
Small independent repair firms were consistently associated with high quality. In contrast,
most executive commentsindicatedthat a firm's
size would signal strengthin a quality context.
In essence, service firm executives may not always
understandwhat featuresconnote high quality to consumersin advance, what featuresa service must have
in orderto meet consumer needs, and what levels of
performanceon those features are needed to deliver
high quality service. This insight is consistent with
previousresearchin services, which suggests that service marketersmay not always understandwhat consumersexpect in a service (Langeardet al. 1981, Parasuramanand Zeithaml 1982). This lack of under-

standingmay affect quality perceptionsof consumers:
Proposition1: The gap between consumer
expectations and management
perceptions of those expectations will have an impact on
the consumer's evaluation of
service quality.
Management perception-service quality specification gap (GAP2):A recurring theme in the executive

interviews in all four service firms was the difficulty
experienced in attempting to match or exceed consumerexpectations.Executivescited constraintswhich
prevent them from delivering what the consumer expects. As an example, executives in the repairservice
firm were fully aware that consumers view quick response to appliance breakdownsas a vital ingredient
of high quality service. However, they find it difficult
to establish specifications to deliver quick response
consistently because of a lack of trained service personnel and wide fluctuations in demand. As one executive observed, peak demand for repairingair conditionersand lawnmowers occurs during the summer
months, precisely when most service personnel want
to go on vacation. In this and numerous other situations, knowledge of consumer expectationsexists but
the perceived means to deliver to expectations apparently do not.
Apart from resource and market constraints, anotherreason for the gap between expectationsand the
actual set of specifications established for a service is
the absence of total managementcommitmentto service quality. Although the executive interviews indicated a genuine concern for quality on the part of
managersinterviewed, this concern may not be generalizable to all service firms. In discussing product

quality, Garvin (1983) stated: ". ..

the seriousness

that managementattached to quality problems [varies]. It's one thing to say you believe in defect-free
products, but quite anotherto take time from a busy
schedule to act on that belief and stay informed" (p.
68). Garvin's observationsare likely to apply to service businesses as well.
In short, a variety of factors-resource constraints, market conditions, and/or management indifference-may result in a discrepancy between
managementperceptionsof consumerexpectationsand
the actualspecificationsestablishedfor a service. This
discrepancyis predictedto affect quality perceptions
of consumers:
Proposition2: The gap between management
perceptions of consumer expectations and the firm's service quality specifications will
affect service quality from the
consumer's viewpoint.

Service quality specifications-service delivery gap
(GAP3): Even when guidelines exist for performing

services well and treating consumers correctly, high
quality service performancemay not be a certainty.
Executives recognize that a service firm's employees
exert a strong influence on the service quality perceived by consumers and that employee performance
cannot always be standardized. When asked what
causes service quality problems, executives consistently mentionedthe pivotal role of contact personnel.
In the repairand maintenancefirm, for example, one
executive's immediate response to the source of service quality problems was, "Everything involves a
person-a repairperson. It's so hardto maintainstandardizedquality."
Each of the four firms had formal standardsor
specifications for maintaining service quality (e.g.,
answer at least 90% of phone calls from consumers
within 10 seconds; keep errorrates in statementsbelow 1%). However, each firm reported difficulty in

adheringto these standardsbecause of variability in
employee performance.This problem leads to a third
proposition:

Proposition3: The gap between service quality specifications and actual
service delivery will affect
service quality from the consumer's standpoint.
Service delivery-external communications gap
(GAP4): Media advertising and other communications

by a firm can affect consumerexpectations. If expectations play a major role in consumer perceptions of
service quality (as the services literaturecontends),
the firm must be certain not to promise more in communicationsthan it can deliver in reality. Promising
more than can be delivered will raise initial expectations but lower perceptionsof quality when the promises are not fulfilled.
The executive interviews suggest anotherperhaps
more intriguing way in which external communications could influence service quality perceptions by
consumers. This occurs when companies neglect to
inform consumers of special efforts to assure quality
that are not visible to consumers. Comments of several executives implied that consumersare not always
aware of everything done behind the scenes to serve
them well.
For instance, a securities brokerage executive
mentioneda "48-hourrule"prohibitingemployeesfrom
buying or selling securitiesfor their personalaccounts
for the first 48 hours after informationis supplied by
the firm. The firm did not communicate this informationto its customers, perhapscontributingto a perception that "all the good deals are probablymade by
the brokersfor themselves" (a perception which sur-
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faced in the securities brokeragefocus groups). One
bank executive indicated that consumers were unawareof the bank's behind the counter, on-line teller
terminalswhich would "translateinto visible effects
on customerservice."Makingconsumersawareof not
readilyapparentservice relatedstandardssuch as these
could improveservice qualityperceptions.Consumers
who are aware that a firm is taking concrete steps to
serve their best interests are likely to perceive a delivered service in a more favorable way.
In short, external communicationscan affect not
only consumer expectations about a service but also
consumerperceptions of the delivered service. Alternatively, discrepanciesbetween service delivery and
externalcommunications-in the form of exaggerated
promisesand/or the absence of informationaboutservice delivery aspects intended to serve consumers
well-can affect consumer perceptions of service
quality.
Proposition4: The gap between actual service delivery and external
communicationsabout the service will affect service quality
from a consumer's standpoint.

Focus Group Interviews
As was trueof the executive interviews, the responses
of focus groupparticipantsabout service quality were
remarkablyconsistent across groups and across service businesses. While some service-specific differences were revealed, common themes emergedthemes which offer valuable insights about service
quality perceptionsof consumers.
Expected service-perceived

service gap (GAP5):

The focus groupsunambiguouslysupportedthe notion
that the key to ensuringgood service quality is meeting or exceeding what consumersexpect from the service. One female participantdescribeda situationwhen
a repairmannot only fixed her broken appliance but
also explainedwhathad gone wrongand how she could
fix it herself if a similar problem occurredin the future. She ratedthe quality of this service excellent because it exceeded her expectations. A male respondent in a banking services focus group described the
frustrationhe felt when his bank would not cash his
payroll check from a nationally known employer because it was postdated by one day. When someone
else in the group pointed out legal constraints preventing the bank from cashing his check, he responded, "Well, nobody in the bank explained that to
me!" Not receiving an explanation in the bank, this
respondentperceivedthatthe bankwas unwillingrather
than unable to cash the check. This in turn resulted
in a perceptionof poor service quality.
Similar experiences, both positive and negative,
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were describedby consumersin every focus group. It
appearsthatjudgmentsof high and low service quality
dependon how consumersperceive the actual service
performancein the context of what they expected.
Proposition5: The quality that a consumer
perceives in a service is a
function of the magnitudeand
direction of the gap between
expected service and perceived service.

A Service Quality Model
Insights obtained from the executive interviews and
the focus groups form the basis of a model summarizing the natureand determinantsof service quality
as perceived by consumers. The foundation of this
model is the set of gaps discussed earlier and shown
in Figure 1. Service quality as perceived by a consumerdependson the size and directionof GAP5 which,
in turn, depends on the natureof the gaps associated
with the design, marketing,and delivery of services:
services:

Proposition6:

GAPS = f(GAPl,GAP2,GAP3,GAP4)

It is importantto note that the gaps on the marketer side of the equation can be favorable or unfavorable from a service quality perspective. That is,
the magnitudeand direction of each gap will have an
impact on service quality. For instance,

GAP3

will be

favorablewhen actual service delivery exceeds specifications; it will be unfavorablewhen service specifications are not met. While proposition6 suggests a
relationshipbetween service quality as perceived by
consumers and the gaps occurringon the marketer's
side, the functionalform of the relationshipneeds to
be investigated.This point is discussed furtherin the
last section dealing with future researchdirections.
The Perceived Service Quality Component
The focus groupsrevealed that, regardlessof the type
of service, consumers used basically similar criteria
in evaluating service quality. These criteria seem to
fall into 10 key categories which are labeled "service
quality determinants"and described in Table 1. For
each determinant,Table 1 provides examples of service specific criteriathatemergedin the focus groups.
Table 1 is not meant to suggest that the 10 determinants are non-overlapping.Because the researchwas
exploratory,measurementof possible overlap across
the 10 criteria (as well as determinationof whether
some can be combined) must await future empirical
investigation.

The consumer's view of service quality is shown
in the upperpartof Figure 1 and furtherelaboratedin

TABLE 1
Determinants of Service Quality
RELIABILITYinvolves consistency of performance and dependability.
It means that the firm performs the service right the first time.
It also means that the firm honors its promises. Specifically, it involves:
-accuracy in billing;
-keeping records correctly;
-performing the service at the designated time.
RESPONSIVENESS concerns the willingness or readiness of employees to provide service. It involves timeliness of service:
-mailing a transaction slip immediately;
-calling the customer back quickly;
-giving prompt service (e.g., setting up appointments quickly).
COMPETENCE
means possession of the required skills and knowledge to perform the service. It involves:
-knowledge and skill of the contact personnel;
-knowledge and skill of operational support personnel;
-research capability of the organization, e.g., securities brokerage firm.
ACCESSinvolves approachability and ease of contact. It means:
-the service is easily accessible by telephone (lines are not busy and they don't put you on hold);
-waiting time to receive service (e.g., at a bank) is not extensive;
-convenient hours of operation;
-convenient location of service facility.
COURTESYinvolves politeness, respect, consideration, and friendliness of contact personnel
(including receptionists,
telephone operators, etc.). It includes:
-consideration for the consumer's property (e.g., no muddy shoes on the carpet);
-clean and neat appearance of public contact personnel.
COMMUNICATION
means keeping customers informed in language they can understand and listening to them. It may
mean that the company has to adjust its language for different consumers-increasing the level of sophistication
with a well-educated customer and speaking simply and plainly with a novice. It involves:
-explaining the service itself;
-explaining how much the service will cost;
-explaining the trade-offs between service and cost;
-assuring the consumer that a problem will be handled.
CREDIBILITY
involves trustworthiness, believability, honesty. It involves having the customer's best interests at heart.
Contributingto credibility are:
-company name;
-company reputation;
-personal characteristics of the contact personnel;
-the degree of hard sell involved in interactions with the customer.
SECURITY is the freedom from danger, risk, or doubt. It involves:
-physical safety (Will I get mugged at the automatic teller machine?);
-financial security (Does the company know where my stock certificate is?);
-confidentiality (Are my dealings with the company private?).
UNDERSTANDING/KNOWING THE CUSTOMER involves making the effort to understand the customer's needs. It involves:
-learning the customer's specific requirements;
-providing individualized attention;
-recognizing the regular customer.
TANGIBLESinclude the physical evidence of the service:
-physical facilities;
-appearance of personnel;
-tools or equipment used to provide the service;
-physical representations of the service, such as a plastic credit card or a bank statement;
-other customers in the service facility.
Figure 2. Figure 2 indicates that perceived service
quality is the result of the consumer's comparison of
expected service with perceived service. It is quite
possible that the relative importance of the 10 determinants in molding consumer expectations (prior to
service delivery) may differ from their relative im-

portance vis-a-vis consumer perceptions of the delivered service. However, the general comparison of expections with perceptions was suggested in past research
on service quality (Gronroos 1982, Lehtinen and Lehtinen 1982) and supported in the focus group interviews with consumers. The comparison of expected
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FIGURE2
Determinants of Perceived Service Quality

and perceived service is not unlike that performedby
consumerswhen evaluatinggoods. What differs with
servicesis the natureof the characteristicsupon which
they are evaluated.
One frameworkfor isolating differences in evaluation of quality for goods and services is the classification of propertiesof goods proposed by Nelson
(1974) and Darby and Karni (1973). Nelson distinguished between two categories of propertiesof consumer goods: search properties, attributeswhich a
consumercan determineprior to purchasinga product, and experience properties, attributeswhich can
only be discerned after purchaseor during consumption. Searchpropertiesincludeattributessuch as color,
style, price, fit, feel, hardness, and smell, while experiencepropertiesincludecharacteristicssuch as taste,
wearability,and dependability.
Darby and Kari (1973) added to Nelson's twoway classification system a third category, credence
properties-characteristics which the consumer may
find impossible to evaluate even after purchase and
consumption.Examples of offerings high in credence
propertiesinclude appendectomiesand brakerelinings
on automobiles. Few consumers possess medical or
mechanicalskills sufficient to evaluate whether these
servicesare necessaryor are performedproperly,even
after they have been prescribedand producedby the
seller.
Consumersin the focus groups mentionedsearch,
experience, and credence properties when asked to
describe and define service quality. These aspects of
service quality can be categorized into the 10 service
qualitydeterminantsshown in Table 1 and can be arrayed along a continuumranging from easy to evaluate to difficult to evaluate.
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In general, offerings high in search propertiesare
easiest to evaluate, those high in experienceproperties
more difficult to evaluate, and those high in credence
propertieshardestto evaluate. Most services contain
few search propertiesand are high in experience and
credence properties, making their quality more difficult to evaluatethanqualityof goods (Zeithaml1981).
Only two of the ten determinants-tangibles and
credibility-can be known in advance of purchase,
therebymaking the numberof search propertiesfew.
Most of the dimensions of service quality mentioned
by the focus groupparticipantswere experience properties: access, courtesy, reliability, responsiveness,
understanding/knowingthe customer, and communication.Eachof these determinantscan only be known
as the customer is purchasingor consuming the service. While customersmay possess some information
based on theirexperienceor on othercustomers' evaluations, they are likely to reevaluate these determinants each time a purchase is made because of the
heterogeneityof services.
Two of the determinantsthat surfacedin the focus
group interviews probably fall into the category of
credence properties, those which consumers cannot
evaluateeven after purchaseand consumption. These
includecompetence(thepossessionof the requiredskills
and knowledge to perform the service) and security
(freedomfrom danger,risk, or doubt). Consumersare
probablynever certain of these attributes,even after
consumptionof the service.
Because few search propertiesexist with services
and because credence properties are too difficult to
evaluate, the following is proposed:
Proposition7: Consumers typically rely on
experience properties when
evaluating service quality.
Based on insights from the present study, perceived service quality is furtherposited to exist along
a continuumranging from ideal quality to totally unacceptablequality, with some point along the continuum representingsatisfactoryquality. The position of
a consumer'sperceptionof service quality on the continuumdepends on the natureof the discrepancybetween the expected service (ES) and perceived service
(PS):

Proposition8: (a) When ES > PS, perceived
qualityis less than satisfactory
and will tend toward totally
unacceptablequality, with increased discrepancy between
ES and PS; (b) when ES = PS,
perceived quality is satisfactory; (c) when ES < PS, perceived quality is more than

satisfactory and will tend toward ideal quality, with increased discrepancy between
ES and PS.

Directions for Future Research
The proposed service quality model (Figure 1) provides a conceptual frameworkin an area where little
priorresearchhas been done. It is based on an interpretationof qualitativedata generatedthrougha number of in-depthexecutive interviews and consumerfocus groups-an approachconsistent with procedures
recommendedfor marketingtheory development. The
conceptualmodel and the propositionsemerging from
it imply a rich agenda for furtherresearch.
First, thereis a need and an opportunityto develop
a standardinstrumentto measure consumers' service
qualityperceptions.The authors'exploratoryresearch
revealed 10 evaluative dimensions or criteria which
transcenda variety of services (Table 1). Research is
now needed to generate items or statements to flesh
out the 10 dimensions, to devise appropriaterating
scales to measureconsumers'perceptionswith respect
to each statement, and to condense the set of statements to produce a reliable and comprehensive but
concise instrument.Further,the statementsgenerated
shouldbe such that with appropriatechanges in wording, the same instrumentcan be used to measureperceived quality for a variety of services.
Second, the mainthesis of the servicequalitymodel
is that consumers' quality perceptions are influenced
by a series of distinct gaps occurring on the marketers' side. A key challenge for researchersis to devise
methods to measure these gaps accurately. Reliable
andvalid measuresof these gaps will be necessary for
empirically testing the propositions implied by the
model.
Third, research is needed to examine the nature
of the association between service quality as perceived by consumersand its determinants(GAPS1-4).
Specifically, are one or more of these gaps more critical than the others in affecting quality? Can creating
one "favorable"gap-e.g., making GAP4 favorable
by employing effective external communications to
create realistic consumer expectations and to enhance
consumer perceptions-offset service quality problems stemmingfrom other gaps? Are there differences

across service industries regarding the relative seriousness of service quality problems and their impact
on quality as perceived by consumers? In addition to
offering valuable managerial insights, answers to
questions like these may suggest refinements to the
proposedmodel.
Fourth, the usefulness of segmenting consumers
on the basis of their service quality expectations is
worth exploring. Although the focus groups consistently revealed similar criteria for judging service
quality, the group participants differed on the relative
importance of those criteria to them, and their expectations along the various quality dimensions. Empir-

ical research aimed at determiningwhether distinct,
identifiable service quality segments exist will be
valuablefrom a service marketer'sviewpoint. In this
regard,it will be useful to build into the service quality measurementinstrumentcertain statementsfor ascertainingwhether, and in what ways, consumer expectationsdiffer.
Fifth, as shown by Figure 1, expected service-a
critical component of perceived service quality-in
addition to being influenced by a marketer's communications, is shaped by word-of-mouthcommunications, personal needs, and past experience. Researchfocusing on the relative impact of these factors
on consumers'service expectations, within as well as
across service categories, will have useful managerial
implications.

Summary
The exploratoryresearch (focus group and in-depth
executive interviews) reported in this article offers
several insights and propositions concerning consumers' perceptions of service quality. Specifically,
the research revealed 10 dimensions that consumers
use in forming expectations about and perceptionsof
services, dimensions that transcenddifferent types of
services. The research also pinpointed four key discrepanciesor gaps on the service provider's side that
are likely to affect service quality as perceived by
consumers.The majorinsights gained throughthe researchsuggest a conceptualservice quality model that
will hopefully spawn both academic and practitioner
interestin service quality and serve as a framework
for furtherempirical researchin this importantarea.
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